Tailor-made engine gaskets

GOOD EXPERIENCE

elring
Das Original
Repairing a racing, tuned, or classic car engine? Here, too, you can rely on Elring gaskets to deliver best-in-class functionality combined with Original Equipment quality.

In addition to producing conventional metal/soft-material cylinder-head gaskets, we can also come up with highly sophisticated specialty designs tailored to your specific requirements. This service spans a wide range of gaskets, e.g., for water pumps, intake manifolds, or exhaust systems. Primarily, soft and metal/soft-material solutions are used within this field of application.

It goes without saying that these high-performance, tailor-made gaskets meet the full range of high-tech requirements:
- Individually adapted installation heights and contours
- Varying diameters of cylinder bores
- Reinforced combustion chamber borders/eyelets, cutting and toothed rings
- Silicone coatings for use with water and oil

We look forward to assisting you:
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